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Memorandum 
 

Date:  October 11, 2022 

To:  Councilwoman Amanda Sawyer and Staff 

Scott Kilgore and DOTI Staff 

From:  Nikki Riemer and Charlie Alexander 

Subject:  6th Avenue Traffic Calming Study Recommendations 

DN21-0711 

Introduction 

The Cranmer Park-Hilltop Civic Association, in collaboration with Denver City Council District 5 

Councilwoman Amanda Sawyer and the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure, hired 

Fehr & Peers to study traffic concerns on 6th Avenue. A similar partnership was formed for a traffic 

calming study along 8th Avenue in 2021.  

Study Limits and Purpose 

The study limits are 6th Avenue from Colorado Boulevard to Quebec Street. The aim of the study 

was to understand community traffic concerns on 6th Avenue, collect data to better understand 

issues, and to develop conceptual designs for low-cost recommendations that the city can build 

as DOTI work orders. 

Study Process 

Fehr & Peers has completed the study in three steps. At each step, Fehr & Peers summarized 

findings in a presentation and presented it to Working Group members and community members 

for feedback. An attachment to this memorandum includes the presentations summarizing the 

survey and data collection. 

1. In winter/spring 2022, Fehr & Peers prepared a community survey. Registered 

Neighborhood Organizations, Facebook, flyers, and newsletter articles distributed the 

survey. Over 180 people responded to the survey which asked questions pertaining to 

crossing locations, speeding, sight distance, and other potential concerns.  
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2. On Thursday, April 28, 2022, Fehr & Peers collected traffic counts at key segments and 

study intersections. Fehr & Peers also completed field observations on Wednesday, May 

18, 2022. Fehr & Peers also completed a 5 AM parking inventory on Thursday, March 24, 

2022. Lastly, Fehr & Peers used crash data from March 17, 2017, to March 16, 2020 (the 

three years prior to the COVID-19 pandemic) to complete a crash analysis.  

3. Following our presentation of data to Working Group member and community members, 

Fehr & Peers is preparing conceptual designs and cost estimates for low-cost 

improvements to address concerns. Fehr & Peers is also making recommendations for 

higher-cost improvements that the city may investigate in the future. 

 

Recommendations for Improvements 

Figure 1 shows the locations of Fehr & Peers’ recommendations on the 6th Avenue corridor. At 

each location, we summarize our recommendations and the justification for those 

recommendations. An attachment includes conceptual designs of these recommendations. Cost 

estimates were also completed and displayed in this section. An attachment includes detailed cost 

estimates for each intersection. Construction management and inspection costs were not included 

in the cost estimates because it was assumed that installation would be a City Work Order.  

Figure 1. Locations with Proposed Improvements 
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Ash Street 

There are several pedestrians crossing 6th Avenue between Albion Street and Clermont Street to 

access Steck Elementary School and Hill Middle School. As a result, it was decided that crossing 

treatments should be enhanced at intersections between Albion Street and Clermont Street that 

extend through 6th Avenue (Ash Street and Birch Street). We counted over 20 people crossing 6th 

Avenue & Ash Street by walking or biking in the PM peak hour. This satisfies the demand 

requirement of the Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Guidelines. Due to the speed and volume 

profile along the roadway, the intersection meets the Level B (Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon) 

per the Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Guidelines. However, there is a nearby mid-block signal 

with pedestrian crossing located to the east between Ash Street and Bellaire Street. Our team 

does not recommend installing a marked crosswalk and RRFB within close proximity to an existing 

crosswalk. In the short-term, our team recommends installing paint and delineator bulbouts on all 

four corners of the intersection. The paint and delineator bulbout will shorten pedestrian 

crossings at the intersection for those that choose to cross at this location and slow vehicles 

turning from 6th Avenue onto Ash Street. If the traffic signal and pedestrian crossing are removed 

in the future, our team recommends evaluating upgrading this location to a marked crosswalk 

with RRFB.  

Short-term Cost Estimate: $18,000 

 

Birch Street 

There are several pedestrians crossing 6th Avenue between Albion Street and Clermont Street to 

access Steck Elementary School and Hill Middle School. As a result, it was decided that crossing 

treatments should be enhanced at intersections between Albion Street and Clermont Street that 

extend through 6th Avenue (Ash Street and Birch Street). The short-term recommendation 

includes installing paint and delineator bulbouts on all four corners of this intersection. The paint 

and delineator bulbout will shorten pedestrian crossings at the intersection and slow vehicles 

turning from 6th Avenue onto Birch Street.  

Cost Estimate: $18,000 

 

Clermont Street 

The City is installing an RRFB at the intersection of 6th Avenue & Clermont Street. We did not 

recommend any additional improvements.  
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Eudora Street 

We counted over 20 people crossing 6th Avenue by walking or biking in the PM peak hour. This 

satisfies the demand requirement of the Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Guidelines. Due to the 

speed and volume profile along the roadway, the intersection meets the Level B (Rectangular 

Rapid Flashing Beacon) per the Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Guidelines. Fehr & Peers 

recommends installing a marked crosswalk with Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB). This 

recommendation was identified as a mid-term to long-term recommendation due to the cost of 

installing a RRFB. In the short-term, our team recommends installing paint and delineator 

bulbouts on all four corners of this intersection. The paint and delineator bulbout will shorten 

pedestrian crossings at the intersection and slow vehicles turning from 6th Avenue onto Eudora 

Street.  

Short-term Cost Estimate: $18,000 

 

Fairfax Street 

We counted over 20 people crossing 6th Avenue by walking or biking in the PM peak hour. This 

satisfies the demand requirement of the Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Guidelines. Due to the 

speed and volume profile along the roadway, the intersection meets the Level B (Rectangular 

Rapid Flashing Beacon) per the Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Guidelines. Fehr & Peers 

recommends evaluating a marked crosswalk with Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB). 

Installation of an RRFB should be evaluated further due to the relationship to the nearby stop gap 

signal to the east of the intersection and potential queue spillback. This recommendation was 

identified as a long-term recommendation due to the cost of installing a RRFB. In the short-term, 

our team recommends installing paint and delineator bulbouts on all four corners of this 

intersection. The paint and delineator bulbout will shorten pedestrian crossings at the intersection 

and slow vehicles turning from 6th Avenue onto Fairfax Street.  

Short-term Cost Estimate: $18,000 

 

Glencoe Street 

We counted over 20 people crossing 6th Avenue by walking or biking in the AM and PM peak 

hour. This satisfies the demand requirement of the Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Guidelines. 

Due to the speed and volume profile along the roadway, the intersection meets the Level B 

(Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon) per the Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Guidelines. Fehr & 

Peers recommends installing a marked crosswalk with Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB). 

This recommendation was identified as a mid-term to long-term recommendation due to the cost 
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of installing a RRFB. In the short-term, our team recommends installing paint and delineator 

bulbouts on all four corners of this intersection. The paint and delineator bulbout will shorten 

pedestrian crossings at the intersection and slow vehicles turning from 6th Avenue onto Glencoe 

Street.  

Short-term Cost Estimate: $18,000 

 

Holly Street 

Fehr & Peers recommends paint and delineator bulbouts at this intersection. The paint and 

delineator bulbout will shorten pedestrian crossing distance for pedestrians crossing 6th Avenue 

and for pedestrians crossing mid-block between 6th Avenue eastbound and 6th Avenue 

westbound at the intersection and slow turning vehicles.  Holly Street is a signalized intersection 

and it was observed that pedestrians were crossing Holly Street mid-block where there is no 

formal pedestrian crossing. The bulbout design shortens the crossing distance for those 

pedestrians that choose to cross Holly Street mid-block rather than crossing at the traffic signal.  

Short-term Cost Estimate: $19,000 

 

Oneida Street 

We counted over 20 people crossing 6th Avenue by walking or biking in the AM and PM peak 

hour. This satisfies the demand requirement of the Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Guidelines. 

Due to the speed and volume profile along the roadway, the intersection meets the Level B 

(Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon) per the Uncontrolled Pedestrian Crossing Guidelines. Fehr & 

Peers recommends installing a marked crosswalk with Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB). 

This recommendation was identified as a mid-term to long-term recommendation due to the cost 

of installing a RRFB. In the short-term, our team recommends installing paint and delineator 

bulbouts on all four corners of this intersection. The paint and delineator bulbout will shorten 

pedestrian crossings at the intersection and slow vehicles turning from 6th Avenue onto Oneida 

Street.  

Short-term Cost Estimate: $22,000 

 

Speed Mitigation Recommendations 

Traffic speed data was collected at six locations along 6th Avenue – three locations in the 

eastbound direction and three locations in the westbound direction. Locations include 6th Avenue 
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eastbound/westbound between Clermont Street and Cherry Street, 6th Avenue 

eastbound/westbound between Leyden Street and Locust Street, and 6th Avenue 

eastbound/westbound between Oneida Street and Olive Street. The observed 85 percentile 

speeds between Leyden Street and Locust Street and between Oneida Street and Olive Street 

range from 37 MPH to 43 MPH. The posted speed limit is 30 MPH. Short-term recommendations 

include paint and delineator chicanes at six locations (three eastbound and 3 westbound) along 

6th Avenue to help reduce traffic speeds. The locations include 6th Avenue eastbound/westbound 

between Krameria Street and Leyden Street, Niagara Street and Newport Street, and Olive Street 

and Pontiac Street. Concept designs and cost estimates can be found in the appendix. Chicane 

shifting tapers were designed in accordance with the MUTCD. There is a transit route on this 

corridor and guidance from the FHWA Traffic Calming ePrimer was taken into consideration. 

Table 3.1 states that a chicane on a transit route is rated as “3-traffic calming measure could be 

inappropriate”.  

Mid-term speed mitigation recommendations include re-timing the mid-block and major 

intersection traffic signals on 6th Avenue to the 30 MPH speed limit.  

Chicane cost estimate: $24,000 per location (Includes eastbound and westbound chicanes at each 

location) 

 

Coordination with RTD 

The RTD Route 6 travels along 6th Avenue. As crossing improvements and speed mitigation 

improvements are made, the City and County of Denver should coordinate with RTD to relocate 

bus stops accordingly.  

 

Attachments 

• Conceptual designs of recommendations for low-cost improvements 

• Community meeting presentation documenting community survey 

• Community meeting presentation documenting data collection and analysis 

• Community meeting presentation documenting recommendations 

• 6th Avenue Count/Speed Data Collection 

• Cost Estimates 


